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bollywood has always been at the forefront of innovations and with the advent of the
internet, the number of bollywood movies available online is rising. an example of this is the

bollywood suspense thriller rahasya, directed by manish gupta, which is a remake of the
controversial arushi murder case. the movie stars kay kay menon, ashish vidyarthi, tisca
chopra, mita vashisht, and ashwini kalsekar in the lead roles, and has been screened at

various film festivals, such as the prestigious bharat awards, the prestigious indie features
film fest and the kerala international film festival. the movie is based on the murder of a girl
named ayesha mahajan at her own residence, and has been described by many as one of

the best bollywood suspense thrillers of the last couple of years. the movie has been dubbed
in hindi, but also has an english-language version. the hindi version has been dubbed by
some of the popular film actors of bollywood including kay kay menon, ashish vidyarthi,
tisca chopra, and ashwini kalsekar. the movie is based on the real-life incident in which a
young girl named ayesha mahajan was found dead at her own home in gurgaon, haryana,
india. her mother, smita mahajan, has been charged with murdering ayesha, but has been
found not guilty of the charges on the basis of insufficient evidence. the movie has been
described as a brilliant work of art, and has been compared to the work of the famous

mystery writer william s burroughs. fans of the movie have praised the movie for its well-
written screenplay, perfect dialogue, gripping storyline, suspenseful plot, wonderful

characters, and authentic performance by the entire cast. the movie is rated-r for strong
violence, sexual content and language. the english version is rated-15 for strong language,
strong sexual content, and violence. if you want to enjoy the suspenseful thriller rahasya,

then you can download it from this page. in case you have any problem regarding the
download of the movie, you can contact us here: 5ec8ef588b
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